ADVOCACY FOR CONGRESSIONAL RELIEF
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Find Twitter handles for your members of Congress here.
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DMOs are the backbone of communities nationwide and will drive America's economic and job recovery—but they need relief urgently. @CONGRESSIONALHANDLE, you can help #SaveTravel and #SmallBiz ➡️ bit.ly/TravelPriorities

The travel industry can’t wait for relief. @CONGRESSIONALHANDLE, you have the opportunity to drive recovery, rescue #SmallBiz and rehire Americans if you support the next coronavirus relief bill NOW. #SaveTravel

Urgent relief is needed NOW to help rebuild America's economy by restarting travel, safely. @CONGRESSIONALHANDLE, at a minimum, we need a #SmallBiz package that extends and expands the #PPP to DMOs ASAP. #SaveTravel ➡️ bit.ly/TravelPriorities

Loss of travel demand is draining the U.S. economy by $2 billion PER DAY. @CONGRESSIONALHANDLE, you can help #SaveTravel and #SmallBiz across the country TODAY by taking action on a coronavirus relief package ASAP.
The travel industry is in desperate need of relief—more than half of ALL travel jobs were lost from the onset of the pandemic through May 1.

@CONGRESSIONALHANDLE, #SaveTravel NOW by at a minimum, passing a #SmallBiz relief bill ASAP.

Travel industry unemployment reached 51% in May—double the worst year of the Great Depression. RELIEF for this critical industry is essential for travel businesses to reopen.

@CONGRESSIONALHANDLE, TAKE ACTION and #SaveTravel today ➡️ bit.ly/TravelPriorities

Act Now! @CONGRESSIONALHANDLE, the travel industry can’t wait any longer for much-needed relief! #SaveTravel to rehire Americans and get #SmallBiz back on their feet ➡️ bit.ly/TravelPriorities

Travel has been THE hardest hit industry by the coronavirus pandemic and needs immediate help to begin recovery. @CONGRESSIONALHANDLE, learn how you can #SaveTravel by taking action on a coronavirus relief package ASAP ➡️ bit.ly/TravelPriorities